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What is an RSS Feed? 

When you see this symbol   on a web site (typically found along the edges of a web page that is updated regularly), you can subscribe 

to receive updates posted to that page.  This stream of updates is known by many names, including posts, feeds, or RSS feeds.  You might also see 

Atom, XML, or RDF. On your course dashboards in itslearning, you’ll notice that this button appears at the top of Bulletin and Events blocks.   

 

 

Why would I want to subscribe to RSS feeds? 

Time.  If you currently visit six web sites to check for news, course updates, sports scores, etc., imagine how much faster it would be if you could go to 

one place and see all your favorite sites there. RSS feeds are handy for parents and students too.  Subscribing to RSS feeds from a course web site gives 

parents a way to view updates that teachers add to the Bulletin and/or Events blocks of their itslearning course dashboards WITHOUT their student 

having to log in to itslearning.  Lots of sites have RSS feeds: news sites, scholarly journals, magazines, political candidates’ blogs, sports web sites, and 

more!  On some big news sites (e.g. NY Times), if you left-click on RSS you uncover an entire menu of RSS feeds from which to choose.  

 

What tools can I use to organize the RSS feeds I’d like to see?   

These tools are typically called dashboards or personal learning environments (a.k.a. PLE’s).  Your itslearning personal dashboard (My dashboard v. 

your course dashboards) is one tool that could be used to organize a bunch of RSS feeds IF those are what you’d like to see on your personal 

dashboard.  Each student has a My dashboard too and can set it up however s/he likes. 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/services/xml/rss/index.html
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On the wider web, one of the standbys for dashboards was iGoogle, but that’s being shut down November 1, so you don’t want to choose that (and if 

you’re using it, you should choose a replacement).  Here are two personal dashboards I’ve used (and there are others too, like MyYahoo): 

 Symbaloo (which offers a SymbalooEDU version too) 

 NetVibes 

Here’s what Symbaloo and NetVibes look like in action.  These examples show RSS feeds from the itslearning bulletin blocks for Trig Plus and 

Epidemiology, as well as the MW Library blog and Coach Hall’s travelNcoach web site.  Notice that in both Symbaloo and NetVibes you have the option 

to have several tabs across the top, with each tab corresponding to a new page of blocks or tiles of information like RSS feeds. 

Symbaloo 

 

http://us.my.yahoo.com/
http://www.symbaloo.com/
http://edu.symbaloo.com/
http://www.netvibes.com/en
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NetVibes 

 

 

How do I organize RSS feeds once I have a Symbaloo or NetVibes account? 

If you use Symbaloo… 

1. First go to the web page with the RSS feed to which you’d like to subscribe.  Find the RSS button or link.   

2. RIGHT-click on it and select copy link address from the pop-up menu. 

3. Now, go to Symbaloo and create a new dashboard tab tailored for RSS feeds.  To do so, click the plus button beside the rightmost tab. 
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4. In the Add a webmix window that appears, click on the circle beside RSS feeds: so it turns blue.  Then click Add! 
 

 
 

5. On this fresh page, click on an empty square (when you hover your cursor over a square, you’ll notice that +add new tile appears). 
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6. Select Create a tile from the menu. On the next screen, paste the link you copied into the “Add the address of the website” box (labeled 1 

in screenshot below).  If you wish (2, 3, and 4 are optional), give the box a title, show that title, and pick a color.  Ready? (5) Click save.  Done! 

 

If you use NetVibes… 

1. First go to the web page with the RSS feed to which you’d like to subscribe.  Find the RSS button or link.   

2. RIGHT-click on it and select copy link address from the pop-up menu. 

3. Now, go to NetVibes. Select the dashboard tab on which you wish to place the RSS feed (or create a new tab – optional). 
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4. Near the top left of your screen, click on +Add 

 
5. From the menu that appears, select Feeds (labeled 1 in screenshot below), (2) paste the link into the box, and (3) click the tiny arrow. 

 

 
 

6. Under where you pasted the link, a button labeled Feed will appear. Hit the + button on its top left corner to add it to your page. Done! 
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How do I edit the box in which the RSS feed appears after I add it to my dashboard? 
 

Both Symbaloo and NetVibes allow you to edit the box in which the RSS feed appears.   

 In Symbaloo, RIGHT-click on the tile you wish to edit and select Edit. 

 In NetVibes, click the gear icon on the top edge of the box you wish to edit: 

  

What is another teaching/learning application for these tools? 
 

Here’s one to serve as a spark. I’m sure you and your students will invent many more applications!  

How about a Symbaloo or NetVibes page that organizes RSS feeds from news organizations, think tanks, and publications with different political 

perspectives or contrasting agendas on a public policy issue (like a personalized version of AllSides.com)? 
 

 

http://www.allsides.com/

